Submit your Character – give us your most alien ALIEN
Now it’s your turn, show us your unused, really really immature, megalomaniac, genius
ideas that have been sitting around from over the years, that fell flat in every pitch now
and then, ideas you never even dared to mention, let us know your vague, abysmal hunch
of an alien something. Bring your weirdest, dearest ideas to life.
The alien creatures in »The Galactic Senate« at bottom represent and outperform the human
psyche with all its gaping, unmerciful chasm and shadowy, disturbing zones. We are looking for
the most freakish, morbid and twisted creatures you can come up with. However their trait is,
fatal flaw or noble flawnessness, a smartass, a nasty bit of creature, they may also be extremely
friendly, yet naïve or super supportive up to the point you want to kill them, though. Every alien is
an embodiment of a particular human quality, character, flaw or specific activity. Sex and
violence is welcome. This production is intended for an adult audience that understands satire
and appreciates a dry and dark sense of humor.
Technical specification
To submit your alien, upload an illustration with three whole-body expressions of your character.
Minimum size A3 3508 x 4961px, resolution 300 ppi. Chose the expressions in order to give us
an idea about your alien’s character and how it/he/she/x interacts with their surroundings. You
can also include items to characterize your creature, such as cyberware implants, pets or space
ships. The series will be in 2D. That doesn’t necessarily exclude 3D characters, as long as you
animate them to fit smoothly into a 2D environment.
Character’s biography
We are looking for different ambassadors and senators, who show up as audience and
participate in the general assembly in the Galactic Senate – the key scenario every episode
begins with. The character could also be a smuggler, a space courtesan or a shady back alley
doctor, who somehow weaseled their way into the Senate which is in fact a gigantic space
station. Whatever character you think of, your alien needs a reason to be in the »Senate«,
however pushy, ipertinent or »decent« this reason is. We want to know your ideas where your
alien comes from and what makes x/him/it/she tick. The following questions are intended to stir
up your imagination to write a short description of your character.
Personal data
Age:
Age expectancy:
Height:
Sex: male, female, other …
Marriage status:
Character background
What is the character’s origin?
How did the species evolve?
What is their home planet like?
How does the organism of the alien species work?
What does the species eat? How gets the food in and out of the system?
What kinds of substances are lethal to the creature?

How does the act of reproduction work?
Is there anything special worth mentioning about the courtship?
Describe the species’ believe system? What is considered »being good« in terms of religion,
philosophy or ethics?
What are the creature’s personal wants and needs. What is its goal?
Any hobbies, activities, features worth mentioning?
Any special mindsets or addictions? Nudist, shopping or sex addicted, moonstruck, etc.

What happens to my artwork and my intellectual property?
We will use your artwork only in the context of »The Galactic Senate«, and you will allways be
credited for your work. According to the degree of popularity of your alien or how well your
character fits into our series’ world different forms and degrees of cooperation can and will
hopefully evolve!
Preproduction
At the present state of the preproduction phase, we are looking for artists who share our love
and vision to explore and shape new game land and want to be part of the project. We will
promote your art as conceptual part of our project through our website and other channels.
Furthermore, to attract more artists and build up our fan community. we are planning to produce
posters that are available in our online shop and are part of our crowd funding campaign not
least in order to reward our backers.
The money we raise will mainly be directed towards the production of the first episode. In return
we will provide you with a platform and the opportunity to promote your art work.
Production
Once we start the production of the first episode, we will definitely cast the aliens for their
specific smaller and bigger roles. If your alien is going to get a big part, you will come on board
as a guest artist for the episode as a regular member of the production team.
For more details please contact Florian Winkler (flow@galactic-studios.com), who will gladly
answer all your questions.
We are very excited to meet new artists and are looking forward to your designs.
Galactic regards
The Production Team

